
Smile India Trust

Dear Donor,

We are glad to share that with activities undertaken by our

team in February-2020, we've been significant in bringing

a positive change in the lives of many needy ones. It feels

great to showcase our efforts with a hope that maybe, it

will inspire more people to come forward and lend their

support to the helpless people. Like every month, This

December we are sharing the various activities done by us.

Our activities include the distribution of food, distribution

of clothes, tree plantation drive, self defense camps, eye

checkup camps, health camps to extend support to save

lives of underprivileged people of our society etc.

Fortunately, we got the chance to celebrate Birthday and

took part in stage performance in National Science

Museum to spread the bliss of giving love with God's

special kids. Thanks for your tireless support in

enlightening the lives of many.

Address : SD A-21,Sector-45,Noida,
Uttar Pradesh-201303, India

Mobile Number : +91- 8750297625
Email : info@smileindiatrust.org



Child Development Activities 

Our initiative to provide  education to upgrade
the knowledge of underprivileged kids by conducting

classes by our special educators



Child Development Activities 

Each child is special so
are their skills, we

concentrate on each
child's development ..our

main priority.



Child Development Activities 

We also emphasize on art, physical activities, educational
aspects, apart from education values, hygiene, time, money

concept for overall grooming of each child.



Self Defense 

 

      
Preparing women for the uncertainties in

the future via Self Defense Camp



Self Defense 

  
We have organized
self-defense camps
to empower women

with loads of
confidence to fight
against injustice.



Self Defense 

-         
Development of inner courage matters the most.

 



Plantation Drive

    We took an initiative of planting trees to restore
greenery.

 



Plantation Drive

Together, we can create a society where
environment is part of idea of growth and

development.



Plantation Drive

Plant a tree and plant a hope for future.



Clothes Distribution 

We are pursuing our goal of providing
clothes to needy people



Clothes Distribution DriveClothes Distribution 

      
Give your

clothes to the
economically
weaker ones



Food DistributionClothes Distribution 

      
Protecting the body..

Protecting soul...
 



Health Checkup 

The purpose of health camps is to provide
health aids to necessitous kids.



Health Checkup

Guided
and took

care
explaining   

health
benefits to
900 kids of

various
schools



Health Checkup

We have given a platform where the underprivileged
ones get sensitized about health-related issues.



Food distribution

    
To feed the
hungry ones,
we arranged
food
distribution
camps in the
nearby and
connected
slums to
Delhi/NCR



Food distribution

Let's tackle the critical
and underlying food-
related causes of
starvation



Food distribution

   
Need to reduce the risk
of malnutrition in
less privileged areas



 

Guru Nanank Sahi 

-         
Active participation of

children in an exhibition
on Guru Nanak Sahib to
pass eternal message to

people .



 

Guru Nanank Sahi 



 

Guru Nanank Sahi 

 Endeavouring to help them in their overall grooming
makes us happy.



 

Guru Nanank Sahi 

Planting
the seeds of a better
future in the lives of

these children



Appreciation Letter



Appreciation Letter



Discharge Summary



Discharge Summary



Amount paid for Treatments



Amount paid for Treatments



Amount paid for Treatments

We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for
the being a part of our family and helping us

successfully bring smiles to many!!!!
          

You are a very Valuable Member of our family
and without your presence....Everything else is

just an Effort!!!!


